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A. SailerOutsourcing enterprise IT service management is an increasingly

challenging business. On one hand, service providers must deliver
with respect to customer expectations of service quality and
innovation. On the other hand, they must continuously seek
competitive reductions in the costs of service delivery and
management. These targets can be achieved with integration of
innovative service management tools, automation, and advanced
analytics. In this paper, we focus on service analytics, the subset
of analytics problems and solutions concerning specific service
delivery and management performance and cost optimization. The
paper reviews various service analytics methods and technologies
that have been developed and applied to enhance IT service
management. We use our industrial experience to highlight the
challenges faced in the development and adoption of service
analytics, and we discuss open problems.

Introduction
In recent years, the information technology service
management (ITSM) industry has faced continual
competitive pressure to improve service quality, while
simultaneously reducing service delivery and management
costs. These objectives are particularly critical for IT
service outsourcing, in which service providers manage
the IT infrastructures, applications, and business processes
on behalf of their customers. In IT service outsourcing,
customers seek reduced costs, and accelerated time to
market, along with external (i.e., outside of their company)
expertise, assets, and/or intellectual property. Providers
must efficiently address the scale and complexity of
managed IT environment and the diversity of processes
across all of their outsourcing customers. In current market
conditions, the approach to achieving economy of scale
through traditional workforce management and process
standardization is less effective than it was in the past.
Nowadays, IT service providers rely on innovative data
analysis technologies to improve the efficiency of their
service management processes. Valuable business insights,
extracted from analysis of service management data,
drive to higher IT service efficiencies and quality.
Service analytics identifies the subset of analytics

problems and solutions concerning specific service

delivery and management performance and cost
optimization. Service analytics comprise a collection
of data analysis, modeling, and optimization methods that
aim to improve performance and competency of ITSM.
Figure 1 illustrates the high-level interactions between the
service analytics architecture and the main ITSM processes
(as per best industry practices Information Technology
Infrastructure Library, or ITIL [1]), in the process of
delivery to IT service customers. More specifically, ITSM
comprises a set of management processes and technologies
that enable service providers to manage the IT
infrastructure and applications from the perspective of
their customers and of their own business—following best
practices, during the execution of ITSM processes. IT
service providers track customer interactions and IT
system performance, producing large volumes of data.
This data is processed by service analytics to produce
various types of insights for feeding back into the
management of ITSM processes.
The objective for service analytics is to analyze these

processes and related business data, and produce valuable
insights related to service cost and quality. Analysis
spans multiple dimensions of service delivery, such as
service processes, workload types, customer domains, and
delivery geographies. The analytic insights are consumed
in many ways, including feedback for management of
IT service processes, decision support for operating
personnel, and real-time reports on service quality andDigital Object Identifier: 10.1147/JRD.2016.2520620
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performance for IT service customers. Service analytics
are materialized in a collection of tools, henceforth called
the service analytics platform, which facilitates the
extraction of analytic insights, from raw data collection
and preparation through insight (i.e., model) production
and consumption [2]. The service analytics platform is
often designed as hybrid distributed systems with a
cloud-based API (application programming interface)
components platform [3–5]. The degree of integration
across the analytics tools may vary widely. Similarly, the
enterprise-level integration of content through taxonomies
and representation standards varies widely as well.
Automation and content integration are the key enablers of
efficient real-time trustworthy business insight discovery.

A large set of service analytics methods have been
studied and applied by both academic and industrial
researchers to address specific problems encountered in
ITSM. This paper is a review of service analytics research,
taking a holistic perspective to classification of the
contributions with respect to the target business problems
and applied technical methods. Drawing on our industrial
experience, we highlight domain-specific challenges that
must be addressed by service analytics methods and
platforms. We believe both of these contributions will help
solidify the current service analytics research and set up a
new ground to motivate future studies.
Previous overview studies in the area of ITSM are rather

limited. Galup et al. [6, 7] focus on the architectural

Figure 1
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aspects, including ITSM process structure and standards.
Galup et al. [6] also address the research methodology
appropriate for services research. Analysis methodology,
including the empirical variable approach of management
information systems (MIS), and the process theory
approach, is considered with respect to high-level business
goals of quality management and process reengineering.
In this work, we review analytic methods for ITSM
processes with respect to specific low-level business
problems of cost and efficiency. Ardagna et al. [8] review
the analytics methods used for quality-of-service (QoS)
management in cloud, classifying methods by the
component that affects the QoS, i.e., workload and system
modeling methods. While targeting a more limited scope
of service management and different classification
criteria, reference [8] complements our work, addressing
specific cloud-management business problems.
Let us now discuss a service analytics taxonomy. The

service analytics methods proposed in the literature can be
categorized into three main categories:

1. Service modeling, used to understand features that
characterize process execution as the basis for applying
efficiency improvement actions.

2. Performance prediction, used to gain awareness on
upcoming performance and workload events, and trigger
proactive cost-efficient actions.

3. Process optimization, used to determine organization
and execution models that maximize service
management effectiveness.

These categories that span service analytics are applicable
across all of the service management processes (see
Figure 1). For instance, service modeling in Service
Operation processes (see rectangle in Figure 1) relates to
service requests, such as incidents and changes. Analytics
help characterize operational aspects such as arrival
patterns, handling procedures, service effort, human error,
etc. These insights are used as input for process
improvement actions such as personnel training [9, 10],
service management tool tuning [11, 12], process
automation [13], knowledge reuse [14–16], and many
others. On the other hand, in Service Design (see rectangle
in Figure 1),
service modeling relates to a high-level model of customer
workload and infrastructure features that are further used to
decide on the most efficient service-level agreements
(SLAs) [17] and delivery organization models [18].
Performance prediction methods are often applied in

service operations—for prevention of outages, SLA
violations [19, 20] or for capacity planning. In Service
Transition, prediction is used for decision support, guiding
process-management decisions with a useful tradeoff
between operational efficiency and performance risks [21].

Process optimization methods are often applied to
processes that traditionally involve manual operations,
including Service Operations processes, such as change
request management [22] and workforce scheduling [23].
Typically, service analytics solutions integrate service
modeling methods with prediction and optimization
methods. For instance, the optimization of change
scheduling employs information on the effort spent with
the execution of various types of change operations,
which is obtained with service modeling methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

First, we provide an overview of the main ITSM
processes, which will introduce the reader to the processes
themselves and to the opportunities within where analytics
and optimization methods can be used. Next, we identify
service analytics challenges that are specific to ITSM.
Further, we discuss each of the categories of service
analytics methods, providing examples of representative
business problems and analytic tools. Also, we focus on
the service analytics platform, discussing techniques
and requirements specific to IT service provider domains.
Finally, we conclude with a review of open problems.

Service management and analytics challenges

IT service management
ITSM, henceforth also called IT services, encompasses
the processes involved in the management of IT for
providing value to customers in the form of services. As
we alluded to, the most adopted framework for ITSM is
ITIL [1], which systematizes the planning, delivery and
support of IT services around a five-stage service lifecycle.
The lifecycle comprises Service Strategy, Service Design,
Service Transition, Service Operation, and Continuous
Service Improvement, as we have just discussed and as
illustrated at the bottom layer in Figure 1. At each stage,
the focus of service management changes, evolving from
marketing and strategy, to delivery and operations, and
closing the service lifecycle loop with continuous service
improvement. Thus, the data associated with the service
management at each stage changes as well, requiring
specific analytics methods to handle stage specific data
types and extract stage specific insights, as well as to
integrate across stages, for global insights.
In Service Strategy, the focus is on transforming service

management into a strategic asset by understanding which
IT service offerings are of more interest to customers.
This helps the service providers to have the most “fitted”
service offerings to achieve customers’ required business
outcomes. Business models and service value models
are used in microeconomics to formalize and analyze the
relationships between customers, providers, and services.
The key Service Strategy processes relate to (i) service
portfolio management, which ensures that the service
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provider has the right mix of services (i.e., service
portfolio) to meet required business outcomes at an
appropriate level of investment, (ii) financial management,
which concerns the provider’s own budget, accounting,
and charging requirements, and (iii) demand management
for understanding a customer’s demands and provisioning
to meet them. Service analytics for Service Strategy
supports marketing decisions that have an impact on the
design requirements and the go-to-market service catalog
and prices [24]. Analytics for service modeling based
on business and service request data provide the relevant
features for the optimization of service portfolio and
sales success [25]. Optimization techniques use
strategy-specific cost/utility functions to represent the
nonfunctional requirements and map the business
requirements into IT requirements [14].
Service Design is focused on designing IT services to

realize the strategy and ensure quality service delivery,
customer satisfaction, and cost-effective service
provision. Service Design processes include service
catalogue management, service-level management,
availability management, capacity management,
IT service continuity management, information security
management, and supplier management. Service modeling
and process optimization service analytics methods are
used in Service Design to develop more efficient
organization models [17, 18] and related cost models;
cost models must tie into the operational models in order
for the designed service solutions to match in production
the targeted service level agreements (SLAs) for
service availability and support [26, 27].
The focus of Service Transition is to develop the

capabilities to transit customer new and transformed
services into operational, steady-state service delivery.
Service Transition processes include change management,
service asset and configuration management, knowledge
management, transition planning and support, release
and deployment management, service validation and
testing, and evaluation. A wide range of service analytics
methods are used in this stage in order to drive efficient
execution and minimal risks. Sample problems addressed
by analytics include optimization of project plan, risk
prediction [21], workforce optimization, and optimal test
coverage [28]. A newly emerged paradigm in the
Service Transition area is the cloud transition modeling,
which raises new types of problems for service analytics.
For instance, performance prediction [29] and real-time
anomaly detection [28] are paramount for minimization of
go-to-market risks and service performance penalties.
Service Operation is focused on achieving effectiveness

and efficiency in service delivery to ensure value for both
customers and service providers. Key Service Operation
processes include event management, incident
management, problem management, request fulfillment,

and access management. Specifically, the service requests
(a.k.a., tickets) contain embedded knowledge about the
service performance trends, workforce efficiency, capacity
planning, and configuration compliance, to name a few.
Service modeling methods are used to model request
arrival [8], execution effort [9], errors users experience
[30], process execution patterns [31, 32], and many other
service operational features. These models are used to
optimize performance in Service Operations and
throughout the service lifecycle. Event and performance
prediction is used to prevent outages [19, 33, 34],
provision resources for workload peaks [35, 36], and
dispatch incidents [37, 38]. Process optimization is used
to schedule personnel based on workload fluctuations [23],
bundle change execution [22], prioritize service request
execution, allocate computational resources [36], and
for many other purposes.
Finally, the focus of Continuous Service Improvement

(see rectangle in Figure 1) is on creating and maintaining
value for customers through better design and operation.
Service analytics help us identify changes in service
and request patterns—and tune service management tools
and processes in order to attain the desired levels of
productivity, and quality of service. Relevant service
modeling methods include process behavior models for
detection of deviations and defect similarity analysis for
detection of repeated defects [33]. Prediction models
are used to recommend infrastructure upgrades [19],
automation solutions, knowledge transfers, or skill
upgrades [10].
Although the above introduction to ITIL depicts the

service management processes in a staged way, the
implementation of these processes follows a networked
model, where their roles intertwine and decisions made in
earlier stages (e.g., design management and change
management) have consequences in later stages (e.g.,
SLA management). Also, decision in one phase depends
on service parameters that are managed and can only
be collected or measurement in other phases. An
integrated implementation of service analytics within the
enterprise Service Analytics Platform is imperative for
deployment of analytics solutions with high ROI
(return on investment).

Challenges of service analytics
In addressing the diverse analytics opportunities arising
in the context of ITIL processes, as described in the
previous section, IT service provider organizations face
challenges that stem from the specifics of large-scale
IT service operations and have an impact on the ROI of
service analytics technologies. At the core of these
challenges is customer diversity, including service
requirements, managed environments, geographic
locations, and other service dimensions. This translates in
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diversity with respect to processes and tools. Another
group of challenges derives from the SLA-driven business
model, which drives to a fast-paced and risk-adverse work
environment. The ROI of service analytic solutions is
highly sensitive to managed environment—solutions
developed for one customer or delivery environment might
not work as well in other environments because of the
differences in available content, analytic models, and
model performance. In the following, we discuss the main
challenges for development and adoption of service
analytics solutions.

Diversity of processes
Most often, ITSM processes are implemented differently
across service customers, geographies, and work cultures.
While standardization is a well-known solution for
effective IT services, it is often not an option or too
expensive to implement as a large-scale transformation.
Local or customer-specific implementation of IT
management solutions lead to limitations for service
analytics, such as lack of data from particular areas of the
business, and differences in data semantics and data
quality. This cascades into increased complexity of data
preparation, limitations on choosing “universally” applied
analytical methods, and lack of full consistency across
the resulting models.

Diversity of tooling
Aside from process differences, service management tools
used to perform a specific process component may be
different with respect of the service record details that are
available. For example, within the incident management
process, multiple customer-specific tools might be used to
capture incident records. Across tools, it is common to
have different models to capture service details that are
beyond what is required for basic incident tracking.
Hence, details (such as the references to related servers or
applications), or categorizations of incident root cause and
resolution method, which can be highly relevant for
service analytics, may be missing. Analytics that rely on
these details would require more complex development
effort to integrate across models. For instance, in order to
extract the missing incident features, unstructured data
analysis is used, which adds a high development overhead
and quality risks as models must be tuned for each
service domain.

Limited process integration
A typical approach across service lifecycle processes is to
maintain per-stage ownership of service management
tools. As a result, these tools are often developed and
configured in a disconnected manner, i.e., without
integration across processes. This makes it difficult to
connect the insights about service data in related

processes. Examples include the difficulty to correlate the
performance in Service Operation processes and the
performance in Transition and Transformation processes,
or, even worse, the correlation of service requests and
configuration management data within the Service
Operation processes. Service analytics must include the
development of dedicated tools for entity resolution in
order to overcome this limitation. Another aspect of
process integration relates to difference across
geographical delivery center. Difference within same
service lifecycle phase, like Service Operations, might
occur because geography-level teams have autonomy in
adoption and customization of service management
tools and processes. Also, country-level privacy
regulations limit the content availability for development
of analytic solutions.

Limited expert availability
Typical IT service personnel operate in high volume and
high risk situations, where risk draws from tightness of
SLA constraints, high unpredictability of complex
computing systems, and high costs of SLA failures
[39, 40]. As a result, the service personnel subject matter
experts (SMEs) have limited time to spend helping
analysts with laborious labeling of observations for
supervised learning methods [41]. Even more notable,
the quality of record details acquired during the
production processes is often low, as the personnel might
rush to move to the next task. Service personnel might
shorten the time spent navigating complex taxonomy
hierarchies for picking the right category choice, or might
choose avoiding provide details that are not mandatory,
or include typos. For instance, a ticket’s close time could
be earlier than its open time, or a classification into
service-specific taxonomies are missed or set to the
default value of “other”—thus providing no insightful
values for data analysis.

Risk-adverse attitude
The SLA-driven operation raises the propensity for
risk-avoidance across service personnel and management
staff. As a result, the adoption of service analytic solutions
is highly dependent on their perceived impact on risk.
The perceived impact depends on how analytics are used.
The higher the risk, the higher the expectation of accuracy
and the intuitive explanation for the analytics results.
For instance, low risk is perceived for decision-support
analytics in which service personnel are always available
to override, or the cost of an error is small. Samples
include recommendation for incident solution reuse [14]
and request dispatching [38]. Other decision-support
analytics may have higher costs of error, and thus higher
risks, such as financial risk prediction [21] or server
upgrade recommendations [19]. In risk-adverse processes,
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the analytic methods must provide high accuracy and
provide an acceptable explanation, such as the
identification of factors with largest impact on the analytic
results [19]. Analytics can support autonomous execution
of operations, such as image relocation [36].
Overall, these challenges are faced by most service

analytic projects, and affect the ROI. Awareness of these
challenges is critical for adopting the most appropriate
analytics solutions and establishing an agile roadmap for
enterprise-level integrated analytics platform.

Service analytics methods

Service modeling
The goal of service modeling is to model features that
characterize customers and process behavior as the basis
for understanding service requirements and delivery
profiles. Service modeling methods are commonly applied
in all phases of the ITIL service lifecycle and provide the
enabling knowledge for efficiency improvement actions.
The most frequently occurring type of service modeling

is related to workload, i.e., the request flow that a specific
process or system component is observing. Workload
characterization aims to model arrival patterns and service
effort patterns that are related to various process features.
In Service Operations, sample process feature include:
(i) IT components such as servers, middleware, and
business applications, (ii) service request types such as
incident failure types, (iii) resolution methods such as the
types of tools used, and (iv) process patterns, such as
organization-level interactions. Workload characterization
is fundamental to understanding how service-personnel
effort is spent with respect to tasks and activities, and how
customer experiences the service delivery. This enables
an IT provider to solve various business problems
contributing to cost savings, competitive analysis, and
workforce and process optimization.
The following paragraphs provide a few examples of

business problems in the scope of Incident Management
processes that can be solved using service modeling
methods. For example, one goal concerns the reduction
of the occurrences of the most prevalent failure types.
The approach to address this goal is for SMEs to identify
the high-volume incident types, perform investigations,
and eventually implement changes that will reduce the
volume of those incident types. As incident classification
into the enterprise-specific taxonomy is often not
consistently capture in incident records, workload
characterization methods help classify the requests by
failure type. The classification model can be build using
supervised data mining methods applied to structured
and unstructured incident-record fields using sample
content labeled by SMEs [38]. Alternative methods based
on clustering can be applied when taxonomy is not known

a priori [42, 43]. Identification of incident repeat
occurrence and co-occurrence patterns [34] helps root
cause analysis and more effective resolution.
A second goal is to reduce the risk of SLA violation.

A sample approach to this problem is to ensure that each
request is handled by the service personnel that are
most efficient in solving the specific request type. To
this end, workload characterization methods are used
twofold. First, request types are classified into a specific
taxonomy. Next, for each request types, efficiency profiles
are created to model how efficient a service staff is at
solving the request of the particular type. The request
dispatching system will use the two pieces of information
to map incoming requests to the service personnel likely
to complete work the fastest [8]. Another instance of this
problem is related to the cloud where image migration
represents the main approach to controlling SLA violations
in a likely overprovisioned infrastructure [36].
A third goal is to reduce the problem determination

effort. An approach to this problem is to create a
system for recommendation of solutions based on a
characterization of request details. Feature profiling
techniques and text analytics are used to characterize the
historical content and create a solution catalog using
request description and related system components [3, 30],
[42]. A characterization of resolution type is used to trim
the catalog by removing duplicate solutions. At request
arrival time, the profiling technique is used to determine
the type and retrieve relevant solution options.
A fourth goal is to improve the quality of change. An

approach to this problem is to prevent change operations
that are likely to lead to error. For instance, service
personnel can analyze the error profile of specific change
operations or installed software, and can avoid use
alternate solutions if a specific operation has high
likelihood of error. The error profile would allow answers
to questions like “Which cloud management tools should
I install such that we get the least amount of capacity
events?” The error profiles can be created by integration
across different types of service management
content—such as change management, incident
management, and configuration management. Entity
resolution methods can be used to identify server of
software/tools references in structured and unstructured
change and incident text. Configuration records that
related to servers can further provide features of interest
such as installed middleware and applications as well
as server purpose, manufacturer, and age [16]. These
integrated records can be fed to search tools [44] or
question answering [45] and accessed manually or
automatically [20] upon change record creation.
Service modeling is performed by applying statistical

and data mining methods to model the occurrence of target
features within a selected scope (see [46, 47]). For a rich
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representation of the business scope, analysis is most often
based on integration across several types of ITSM sources,
such as customer management content, incident
management, configuration management, etc.
The service analytics challenges discussed in the earlier

section often result in missing or invalid references to
service components, resources, or service features. As a
result, extensive data cleaning [20, 34, 43, 48] and entity
resolution [11, 19] are necessary to link across all data
sources of interest. Such actions help us expand the set of
records available for analysis, improve the accuracy of
the service modeling, and provide knowledge beyond what
is captured by the service management data models. For
instance, in an sample scenario of operating system
support services, extraction of server reference from the
text of incident description and resolution increases the
ability to match an incident with a server from ∼65% to
over 90% [19].
Another consequence of service analytics discussed

above is dealing with missing information. A series of
advanced data mining methods can be applied to create the
missing information. One approach is to discover specific
relationship across several structured attributes, and then
use business rules to fix the incorrect or missing values
[49]. Another approach is to identify the missing elements
in text-based fields the record. Extraction can be done
using dictionary-based identification, structural
decomposition [16], semantic analysis [42], or topic
discovery [43].
As illustrated by previous examples, text analysis is a

highly valuable method, as service delivery best practices
require that service records capture relevant details
about the actions taken. A common approach to exploit
the information captured by text fields is to expand the
features set with elements extracted from or based on text
fields [42], such as incident description and resolution.
Natural language processing (NLP) tools are typically
used. Challenges arise because typical text in IT service
tickets is not as well-formed as newswire articles. The
ticket-specific sub-language exhibits numerous ad-hoc
abbreviations, limited details, grammar mistakes, and
punctuation errors [50]. Text preprocessing and
normalization are necessary for initial cleanup. In addition,
compound word extraction and substitution, and alias
identification and replacement, can give better accuracy,
if SME input is available. There are multiple methods that
can be used to extract text-based features. First, n-gram
analysis can be extracted as collection of n-grams.
Unigram decomposition is the most popular technique [51],
but bigram and trigrams give best results for small and
large corpora, respectively. Second, semantic token
extraction can be used to extract keys and to link
non-standard data templates based on domain specific rules
[52]. Third, topic extraction can be used to extract new

classification taxonomies. For simple domains, one can
use rules and keywords provided by SMEs or extracted
from the web. For more complex domains, machine
learning methods—such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [53], Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [54], and
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [55]—are
fairly popular and can yield good results in handling the
service data [56]. Alternatively, part-of-speech (POS) [57]
analysis allows the identification of topics using specific
POS patterns [42]. The challenge is that there are only
limited SME resources for data annotation, so that methods
must be specialized [16, 52]. Work-around approaches,
although not desired, include the use of predefined rules
for semi-automatic data labeling, followed by
bootstrapping [58].
Once the set of features is cleansed and complete,

descriptive data mining models can be created with
clustering [10, 19, 30, 42, 43], summarization [31, 59],
association discovery [60], classification [10, 12, 20, 38],
and sequence discovery [34]. Most often, the goal of
modeling is to label the records based on taxonomy of
interest. When the taxonomy is unknown, clustering
methods are used to discover the taxonomy and label the
records accordingly. On the other hand, when taxonomy
is known a priori, classification approaches are used
for record labeling based on the learning from an input
set of annotated records. When feature taxonomies are
not of interest, yet records with a specific degree of
similarity are sought, summarization, or text search
methods can be used.

Summarization
Summarization methods are the most frequently used
service analytics methods, First, summarization methods
provide the data that service personnel use to monitor
service performance and perform root-cause analysis [59],
[61–64]. Specialized visualization, tailored to metrics of
interest to service request management can further expand
the tools that are available for process analysis. For
instance, Cavalcante et al. [31] present a visualization
method that illustrates the correlation between service
request response times and SLA failures, which helps
target process anomalies. Process Behavior Charts (PBC),
which combine summarization with forecast, can be used
for all of the processes and key performance indicators
within the service delivery organization [33]. The PBC
method has embedded rules for interpretation, based on
the variation of running averages, providing consistent
insights compared to leaving the user to perform the
interpretation alone, as with other visualization tools. The
method for organization of the data presented through
visualization tools is highly relevant for service
management, in general, and for cloud management, in
particular, where the volume of data and number of
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metrics to be visualized is very high and where the user
might not be always highly knowledgeable about the
details of the managed system [65]. Moreover,
summarization provides the information necessary to run
process optimization methods [23], such as distributions of
service request arrival times or resolution effort. Also,
summarization is integrated in tools of automated service
management [12], where configurable or adaptive
monitoring profiles are used to trigger service management
actions, such as file system clean-up or incident ticket
generation.

Classification
Popular statistical classifiers such as Supporting Vector
Machine (SVM) [66], Maximum Entropy Model (MaxEn)
[67], Naive Bayesian with Maximum Likelihood,
Discriminative Training (DT) [68], and k-Nearest
Neighbor are commonly used for classification of ITSM
records. Furthermore, feature selection methods are used
to improve data classification accuracy, such as the
Random Forest [69] (see [19, 32]), SVM (see [12]),
or MaxEn (see [67]). Classification methods that integrate
with on-line learning, such as the Perceptron learning
algorithm used in [52], help overcome the specific IT
service delivery challenges of limited SME availability
and customer diversity. Similarly, benefits are brought by
efficient tools for specification of classification rules by
the service personnel, such as [41], or by methods based
on weak supervision, such as proposed in [70].

Clustering
Some of the most widely used clustering methods are
k-means, and hierarchical clustering (see [47] for details).
The L2 Euclidean distance or Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighted cosine distance
(for text n-gram collections) [43] are the most common
dissimilarity functions. Dissimilarity metrics specifically
targeted to the service domain give better results. For
instance, Li and Katircioglu [9] measure the dissimilarity
of ticket clusters using a combination of the number of
shared resources solving these tickets and the scale of
sharing. An n-gram clustering technique is illustrated by
Mani et al. [43], who apply hierarchical merging to the
initial set of clusters defined by the principal components
of the TF-IDF term matrix. Another techniques for text
clustering is fuzzy match, using the edit-distance as a
dissimilarity metric [i.e., how many changes must be
performed to change one string (or set of tokens) into
another], which allows the clustering of tickets
despite typos.

Search
Information Retrieval (IR) methods can be used to
determine the top-K most similar records given a target

record. While TF-IDF [71] is the most prevalent similarity
metrics, other metrics are used to better fit the domain.
For instance, in [51] the search similarity metric is the
correlation coefficient of topics structures—where
the topics are extracted for each pair of documents using
LDA or other equivalent method, and the correlation
coefficient is computed considering an array with the
common set of features.

Performance prediction
Performance prediction methods are aimed to help the
service provider take early action towards prevention of
failures or more efficient execution. Most frequent
targets for prediction relate to process performance,
service effort, and service workload. Such insights can be
used to assist actions such as resource planning or staffing
recommendation, process management, infrastructure
configuration, and many others.
For example, in Application Management Service

(AMS), it is estimated that organizations can spend as
much as 80% of their application budgets on maintenance
related activities [72]. AMS providers are interested in
reducing the maintenance costs, and analysis of tickets
trends helps forecast the type of skills that will be
needed for the plan period as well as forecast the
effectiveness of skill development actions and other
process improvement actions [10].
Another application assessment is related to workload

management in cloud environments. Workload forecasting
[73] allows for automated migration of virtual machines,
in order to minimize the resource utilization hot-spots
[36, 73], or provisioning of additional virtual machines for
services with increasing demand [35].
Other applications of prediction include prediction of

delivery performance given customization of the SLA
model [17], prediction of project performance based on a
large set of qualitative factors collected at project start
time [21], and prediction of ticket reduction upon
system upgrades [19].
Overall, performance prediction is based on the

process-specific records such as incident tickets, change
request records, and monitoring events, which illustrate
how service processes are managed as well as how
organizations utilize their IT and human resources. In the
following paragraphs, we discuss three targets for
prediction in IT services.

Performance control
Measuring and monitoring process KPIs (key performance
indicators) is the basis of any cost and quality
management system. In IT services, each service
management process has specific KPIs. For example,
in Service Operation processes, KPIs typically quantify the
volume, effort, and quality regarding incident resolution.
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Other common KPIs include ticket volume per server,
number of failed changes, mean time to repair, and
backlog size. Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a
widely adopted method for KPI tracking in services
performance [74]. Its tools, such as cumulative sum charts
(CUSUM) and c-chart, help tracking KPI evolution
over time, detecting trends and anomalies, and enabling
the business to take proactive actions and drive early
root-cause analysis and remediation [75].

Effort estimation
Service effort estimation is the key element for assessing
labor cost and driving effort-reduction programs.
Per-activity effort indicates the actual amount of time
that a system administrator spends on a service activity,
such as incident ticket resolution, request auditing, and
proactive maintenance. Nevertheless, the nature of IT
processes makes it difficult to measure the service effort
with high accuracy, because of the lack of standard
effort-recording tools, the manual process needed for effort
recording, and the common multi-tasking behavior due
to the managed resource readiness or the required process
transitions [39]. There indeed have been some efforts to
address this issue such as the ticket priority-based effort
estimation approach in [9] for modeling resources’
multitasking behavior, and the time-volume capture tool
developed in [76] along with time-motion studies.

Service forecasting
Service volume forecasting uses statistical regression
models to predict the volume expected for certain types
of service activities. Analytical methods combine volume
forecasting with effort estimation to address business
problems pertaining to staff planning, SLA feasibility
assessment, return of investment (ROI) of automation
projects, and contract negotiation. In addition, prediction
of hardware maintenance costs or prediction of troubled
customer engagements also offers significant value to
IT service providers. The state-of-the-art methods in time
series forecasting can usually be applied in the context of
ITSM. Examples include autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA), neural nets, and autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models [77].
Other methods include stochastic processes with
time-varying intensities such as non-homogeneous Poisson
process and Poisson-Gamma processes for load forecasting
of a telephone call center (see [78]) and for load
simulation of an IT support organization (see [79]).

Process optimization
By analyzing various service data created and collected
during service process execution, process optimization
is aimed to improve IT management effectiveness through
resource planning and staffing recommendation. Process

optimization can be applied throughout the ITSM
lifecycle. For example, in Service Strategy, optimizing the
Demand Management process helps to meet the customer
workload demands taking into consideration both SLA
violation cost and delivery labor cost. Other process
optimization scenarios include optimizing change request
scheduling in the Change Management process to meet
complex constraints and dispatching incident tickets in
the Incident Management process to meet the desired SLA
attainment level.
Compared to resource optimization problems commonly

encountered in computing system performance
management, lack of measurement data and limited data
accuracy are two common challenges in service process
optimization. Our experience shows that these limitations
stem from the impact that the overhead of collecting
actual work-times (albeit small, 1 min/record [76]) has on
the productivity of service personnel; data collections are
limited to 1 to 2 months per year, and errors often occur
to mapping interval of times to the correct activity. To
deal with the lack of data, one can use estimation from
existing data using service modeling methods. When
the amount of data necessary for modeling cannot be
collected, process changes are necessary to acquire it.
For example, even arduous, time-motion studies may need
to be introduced and enforced for the system
administrators to record where and how they are spending
their time working on various service activities [76].
For data accuracy limitations, the two common solutions
are: (i) to conduct rigorous data validation to identify
problematic data and to remove statistical outliers, and
(ii) to introduce feedback loops or feedback controllers
to self-correct the modeling inaccuracy.
Generally, process optimization methods can be

classified into two categories: workforce optimization and
workload optimization, which are two of the most
important factors in IT management processes.
With respect to workforce optimization, we note that

managing service personnel labor cost is essential in
ITSM. However, it is often difficult to decide the right
staffing level due to the complex relationships among
dynamic customer workload, strict service level
constraints, and service personnel with diverse skill sets.
For modeling simple service activities such as answering
and making calls in call centers, analytical models or
simple simulation models can work well [80, 81].
However, for more complex service operations, such as
platform support and storage management, complicated
discrete event simulation is typically required to model the
service delivery environment with a relevant level of
details [37, 79]. Once a simulation model is available, a
simulation-optimization approach can be applied to
minimize the total staffing related variable cost while
considering the contractual service level constraints, the
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skills required to respond to different types of service
requests, and the shift schedules that the service agents
must follow [23, 82].
Another challenging workforce optimization problem

relates to the best composition of service delivery teams.
To accomplish this, a clustering-based approach can be
used where service requests that require similar problem
solving skills are first grouped into a single cluster
using a statistical clustering technique [46]. Subsequently,
associations are built between service request clusters and
service agents with respective skills and confidence
levels [10]. The insights can be extended to optimize skill
management, encouraging service personnel to train in
skills with limited coverage.
In the same scope area of skill management, Agarwal

[83] presents a closed-formula solution for predicting the
best workload assignment when service personnel can
bid for it, based on their skills and preferences. These two
approaches to skill development, one driven by the
organization and the other by the individual wishing to
gain more bids, complement each other towards the
creation of highly effective resources.
With respect to workload optimization, we note that a

large amount of service requests are being handled in
service delivery centers on a daily basis, and service
delivery teams must handle them in an order that
optimizes across costs and SLAs. There are two common
type of service workload: (i) requests that have
dependencies among them (e.g., change requests) and
(ii) requests that are independent but have a target finish
time (e.g., incident tickets).
Workload optimization in the Change Management

process relates to change request scheduling. All change
requests need to be allocated to available change windows
taking into account various constraints such as the
temporal sequence of changes, change window times, and
service level penalty for missing the change window or
passing the deadline. Optimizing change request
scheduling typically requires the use of an optimization
model that takes into account both constraints and costs.
While heuristics based optimization approaches are
more commonly used (e.g., see [22]), the optimization
model is formulated in a way that can be solved using
standard mathematical programming techniques
(i.e., mixed integer programming). This approach not
only results in strictly optimal solutions, but provides a
scalable tool for scheduling a large set of change
requests with complex constraints and also performing
sensitivity analysis.
In the Incident Management process, workload

optimization is related to the SLAs on incident handling
that are established at the time of contract negotiation
as part of the service-level management process. Although
many types of service level agreements exist, the most

common type takes on the form of a tuple: (percentage
attainment, scope, time frame, target time). For example,
95% (percentage attainment) of all severity-1 incident
tickets (scope) that are opened over each one month period
(time frame) must be resolved within 3 hours (target time).
One will typically find a large number of service level
agreements associated with each customer contract. The
objective of optimizing incident management is to find the
most cost-effective way to meet all relevant service level
agreements while restoring normal service operations.
In the case where data accuracy is a concern, a closed-loop
performance management solution makes use of feedback
controllers to dynamically adjust the priority of the
incident tickets based on both statically defined contractual
service attainment targets and dynamically measured (with
measurement inaccuracy) service attainment levels [84].

Service analytics platform
Previous sections have identified multiple types of service
analytics methods that can help IT service providers
improve and maintain high levels of productivity and
quality. In this section, we focus on how service analytics
are implemented and delivered. We review a typical
architecture and requirements that are drawn from the
nature of IT services.
The service analytics platform comprises the collection

of IT components—e.g., hardware, software, APIs,
graphical user interface (GUI), and business artifacts
(e.g., taxonomies, rules, processes—that are integrated
for delivery of service analytics. The interactions of a
service analytics platform with the IT delivery processes
are illustrated in Figure 1 along with the main categories
of components [2]:

• Data preparation components, which integrate with IT
infrastructure and applications for collection, cleanse,
and imputation of data.

• Model production components, which use service
analytics methods to estimate and validate models for
analysis and optimization the ITSM processes. Analytics
methods typically draw from the categories analyzed
in previous sections, including service modeling,
performance prediction, and process optimization. These
methods use the prepared data along with service
specific artifacts, such as taxonomies and policies.

• Model consumption components, which use the analytics
models in production environment in order to support
service personnel or management to improve the quality
of model production. Model consumption includes
activities of model scoring for the generation of business
recommendations, generation of business artifacts such
as taxonomies or configuration policies, and generation
of business metrics summaries and forecasts. A feedback
loop, from model consumption to model production, is
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often necessary for model tuning and continual
improvement [11].

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a typical service
analytics platform (for other examples, refer to [11, 59]).
The platform includes data preparation components for
collection of service management environment data into
databases or warehouses. The most common business
artifacts considered for data collection include events,
alarms, and tickets. Data collection may also happen
through service management tools and infrastructures for
running surveys and crowd-sourcing events [85]. The
model production components are represented as the
Analytics Engines (upper right in Figure 1), comprising a
collections of analytics tools such as the behavior modeler
to identify the service workload trend (e.g., using
performance control and prediction methods) or to
characterize the interactive relationship among multiple
service components (e.g., process the results of process
modeling). In addition, the labeling classification tool
generates rules/policies to assist the service modeling
methods, such as classification and clustering. The
identified behavior models and policies feed into the
inference and optimization engine, which produce
recommendations, as model consumption artifacts. The
model consumption artifacts are delivered to end-users

through existing service management tools (e.g., incident
management tool), dedicated portals [3, 59], or reporting
engines [61, 62]. Also, artifacts can be delivered to
automated enactment tools that adjust the service
management environment (e.g., new service patches) or
data collection engines (e.g., threshold for alert generation).
An enterprise that exploits a wide range of service
analytics typically comprises multiple instances of the
pipeline illustrated in Figure 2, such as effort analysis [59],
outage prediction [34], monitoring event optimization [11],
recurring defect detection [59], and support for defect
resolution [3].
Drawing from our experience with developing and

deploying service analytics tools, we identify several
requirements for the analytics-platform architecture
including: data consistency, awareness of confidence
levels, and efficient user interactions. All these contribute
to increased usability, better adoption, and overall better
ROI for service analytics projects. We discuss these
requirements next.
With respect to data consistency, we note that across

the multiple service analytics tools within the enterprise,
and given the challenging diversity of customer
environments and processes, data consistency is an
imperative. Users expect that data that represents the same
service features to be acquired through equivalent data

Figure 2

Illustrative service analytics platform architecture
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collection and preparation procedures. Difference in
processing may lead to different statistics and, possibly
affect the business insights. Similar requirements apply to
business metadata, such as taxonomies and business
catalogs, which are used in processing the data. In order to
address these requirements, model unification and
standardization processing must be performed at the
service-management data warehouse. Standardization
relates to data cleaning and preparation, such as
imputation of missing data, correction of input errors per
specific taxonomies, entity resolution, and linking across
content domains (e.g., tickets and servers) [86].
With respect to a requirement for awareness of

confidence levels, note that previous research shows that
service personnel performing server, application, and
database administration have particularly high expectations
for accuracy and trustworthiness, because of the high-risk
nature of their work [39, 40]. This risk adversity is a
challenge for service analytics that we identified in earlier
sections. While a certain degree of error is intrinsic to data
mining and process modeling, the end-users must be
aware of the confidence level. Moreover, the implication
of these errors must be carefully considered at time of
model production and process design. For instance, if
outage prediction has high likelihood of false positives, the
daily workload will increase due to the added overhead of
checking the system condition for false positive outage
predictions. Similarly, confidence levels must be obvious
or understandable for decision-support analytics, given
that risk of the business decision compounds on the
confidence of all related business insights. In other
applications of service analytics, the impact of inaccuracy
may be less critical. For instance, incident classification
for workload dispatching may be erroneous at times
without a critical impact unless the resolution deadline is
very tight. As a result, throughout the analytics pipeline,
from data preparation to model consumption, tools must
provide visibility into model confidence levels in order to
provide the users with relevant risk assessments. However,
state of the art service analytics solutions are limited to
providing accuracy estimations for the individual analytics
results, such as classification and prediction, e.g., [21].
Methods and models for composition of accuracy
estimations into overall risk assessments must be created,
probably building on existing provenance and probabilistic
database research.
With respect to a requirement for efficient end-user

interactions, we note that efficient delivery of business
insights is critical for service analytics adoption. A
challenge discussed in previous sections, namely the
SLA-driven service model, requires highly efficient tool
interactions. Analytics tools for SLA-driven processes
must add a minimal overhead to the existing work
procedures in terms of wait times and tool interactions.

However, for service analytics that are not constrained
by SLA deadlines (such as analytics related to service
design or change scheduling), given their response time is
not immediate, the analytics consumption model must use
asynchronous interactions in order to avoid slowing the
end-user’s overall activity.
With respect to agile and low cost development, service

analytics solutions need to attain low costs for
development and lifecycle management. The nature of IT
service workloads, with high volumes and demanding
SLA deadlines, drives the requirement for efficient human
interactions, especially in the data collection and model
consumption stages. For instance, analytical methods must
be selected with the understanding that the experts (SMEs)
are not readily available to annotate large volume of
observations or revise extensive taxonomies. Interactions
for collecting data input and insight delivery need to have
low overhead and to possibly be asynchronous.
Agile and effective analytics platforms have been the

focus of extensive research and development efforts in
both industry and academia. In the recent past, platforms
such as IBM Smarter Computing and Oracle Business
Intelligence Foundations offered new hardware, software,
and services technologies that facilitate the development
and deployment of highly scalable service analytics
platforms.
The emerging Cloud services platforms enable agile

development of specific types of service analytics.
For instance, the Google** Analytics API can be used for
workload summarization analytics for management of
web applications. The Google Cloud Platform Prediction
API [5] allows the development of service analytics
for performance prediction. Microsoft Azure** [3]
provides built-in services for performance prediction
analytics, but also a Cloud-integrated environment for
development of custom big data analytics. IBM Bluemix*
[4] provides similar services and, in addition, some
machine translation services [45] that facilitate data
preparation for service providers with a wide geographical
footprint. Splunk** [76] is an integrated platform for
operational analytics, covering most of the functions of a
service analytics platform, including data collection,
search and analysis, and exploration. Integration with
Hadoop** provides for a wide range of analytics, from
summarization to custom prediction methods. In addition,
a wide variety of visualization tools, such as Google
Charts, and Domo** [64] can be provided for agile
customization of presentation tools.
A service provider can use cloud-based APIs when its

service management tools are running in a private cloud or
it has scalable and secure methods for data transfer into
the cloud. Enterprise versions, such as offered by Splunk
[76], allow for agile development of decision support
tools. More extensive development efforts are required to
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integrate analytics into service management automation,
or find optimal solutions using provider-specific simulation
models. Hybrid solutions for the service analytics platform
are required, integrating cloud APIs into in-house
frameworks of ITSM process models and solution and
content governance.
Flexible execution of analytics tools in dynamic

computing environments is supported by standards and
developed for specification of method components:
features, models, and scores. For example, Predictive
Model Markup Language (PMML) is addressing
these elements with an XML (Extensible Markup
Language)-based approach [87], and some of the
cloud-based platforms, like Google Prediction, support it.
Overall, there are multiple alternative technologies and

tools for development of a service analytics platform,
ranging from the most agile (e.g., the cloud-based APIs),
to the most comprehensive (e.g., enterprise-level data
analytics frameworks). Several appropriate architecture
choices must be made in order to satisfy a minimal set of
usability requirements specific to service analytics.

Conclusion
The IT services industry faces continual pressure to
improve the quality of its services while simultaneously
reducing the service management cost. The scale,
complexity, and diversity of the managed environment and
processes make it difficult to effectively address these
conflicting requirements. Service analytics represents an
important research and application area, where a variety of
data analysis, modeling, and optimization methods can
improve ITSM performance and competency. This paper
provided a review of service analytics research from the
perspective of target business problems. The categories
of service analytics include service modeling, performance
prediction, and process optimization. In each of the
categories, we reviewed relevant business questions and
analytic methods that are used to answer them.
Throughout the paper, we drew from our industrial
experience, to highlight the challenges related to
development and deployment of service analytics
solutions. Indeed, some of the aforementioned service
analytics research has resulted in significant value for the
IT services business. For example, a modeling solution
coming from the workforce optimization research has
been deployed globally in IBM’s service delivery centers
covering 15,000 service personnel in more than
500 delivery teams.
While a substantial amount of service analytics research

and applications exist today, there are several open
problems that wait for even better solutions. One problem
or challenge concerns the expansion of the service
analytics coverage across the service lifecycle processes.
The focus of service analytics is uneven across the service

lifecycle. Service Operations and Service Design
(Figure 1) (i.e., Service Steady State and Sales
Engagement) have large coverage with analytics. We
suggest that this is because these processes have potential
for highly visible economic impact, and the related
analytics benefit from the largest set of integrated service
management tools and data sources, which provide a rich
base for content for analytics. Other areas, such as
Service Transition, are less represented, because many
business problems require integrated data across the
entire service lifecycle. For instance, to assess the risk
associated with a specific service design solution requires
integration across the sales (solution design), transition,
and operations. This requires an integrated enterprise-level
content model which is often missing in older service
organizations and very expensive to deploy. The challenge
is to develop efficient and effective methods for content
integration across the various lifecycles of service
management.
A second problem or challenge concerns the pervasive

awareness of analytics confidence levels. As discussed
previously, awareness of confidence levels of analytic
insights is a requirement, intrinsic to the business model of
IT service delivery. There is an open question on how to
achieve this in a way that is flexible to match the variety
of data sources, analytics methods, and service
management processes that integrated them. Also, we must
consider this agility and open standards, as Cloud-based
analytics APIs are building momentum. Further relating to
confidence awareness, the field evaluation of service
analytic solutions must be integrated in the service
analytics platform. Current approach for evaluation is for
the data analyst to use the most appropriate data mining
or statistical methods applied to a given training set.
However, the performance of analytic solutions on actual
content and operating conditions is not systematically
collected and exploited. We suggest that in a large-scale,
content-diverse ITSM domain, the service analytic
solutions should be monitored for performance in a similar
approach as we monitor the managed resources. The
information will support realistic assessment of ROI, and
provide valuable feedback for retraining the models or
revising the methods.
A second challenge concerns automated identification of

relevant analytic insights. The volume and diversity of
data produced by service management infrastructures is
continuously growing. Data analysts, either formally
trained or ad hoc users, need to efficiently screen the
large-volume and diverse content—and identify interesting
cases for deeper investigation, rare cases, or new
developments. Automated tools are necessary to guide
their comprehensive investigation of the data. It is an
open question on how to model a highly customizable,
role-based insight profile, and how to scale the automated
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search for insights to the volume of operational data from
large-scale IT service provider.
A fourth challenge involves scalable text analytics tools.

The application of NLP to text descriptors in IT service
records is difficult to scale, since each customer or
operation domain uses its own abbreviations, notations,
and protocols. This further complicates the development
of a common cross customer/domain data set for
performance evaluation. A set of industry specific tools
and artifacts will enable efficient and repeatable extraction
of entities and relationships—for instance, process-specific
taxonomies and related pattern matching rules,
dictionaries of terms and synonyms for software and
hardware products, or process semantic representation.
A highly relevant text analytics problem is anonymization
for personal privacy reasons. As previously discussed, a
challenge in ITSM organizations that span multiple
countries, access to personal content is limited due to
country-level regulations. Very often, this limits the access
of analytics tools to service management records.
Anonymization techniques are used to remove sensitive
content, yet course-granularity patterns also discard
elements that are relevant for analysis. Methods for
efficient anonymization should be developed, customizable
for maximum performance across a large variety of
service management records.
We expect many of these open problems to be better

resolved soon by development of novel artifacts for
service process representation. Overall, the application and
adaptation of NLP and machine learning methods to IT
service analytics will continue bringing greater benefits to
the management of IT services.
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